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Rico’s story



What Rico’s Dad Carlos had to say...

● “It took training and loving him unconditionally for Rocko (Rico) to finally start 

to see that other dogs and humans pose no threat and just want to love on 

him. We now have him around children and other pets with no worries. He is 

extremely fascinated around smaller children and almost seems to just watch 

over them to protect. It’s the cutest thing ever. There were speed bumps. But 

the outcome outweighs all of that. We have the most cuddle loving dog in the 

world. He wants nothing more than belly rubs and to destroy tennis balls lol. 

Thanks you your hard work and love these dogs are living their best lives.”



Part I. The problem



Medium and large dogs are at risk in shelters

● Housing restrictions and other 

barriers to ownership mean there 

are lots of big dogs

● Dogs with behavior or medical 

histories or declining in shelter are 

most at risk

● No standard protocol for making 

life and death decisions



Problems with how we make these decisions

● Subjective and depends on 

opinion of decision maker

● Do not give stakeholders 

notice or opportunity to 

intervene

● Do not consider alternatives 

to euthanasia

● Creates mistrust and negative 

feelings from community

● No checks on the system



Starting points

1. Behavior Assessment results 

should NOT be used to make 

life and death decisions

2. Lifesaving shelters euthanize 1 

to 2% of total intake 

3. Each dog is treated as an 

individual

4. We need to question our 

‘gatekeeper’ role 



Why a life and death protocol matters

● Increase lifesaving

● Treat every dog as an individual

● Build trust with staff, volunteers and 

advocates

● Data tracking to identify gaps and risk 

factors

● Eliminates mistakes in decisions

● Promotes employee and volunteer 

emotional wellbeing

45% save rate

80% save rate

90% save rate



The goal of the lifesaving protocol

1. Give every dog a fair chance at a live outcome

2. Manage behavior cases just as we do urgent 

medical medical cases

3. Be transparent, consistent and accountable to 

the public



What is standing in your way? 

● Resources

● Worry, fear, doubt, shame

● Lack of time

● Lack of behavioral 

expertise

● Bias 

● Overcrowding



A word about liability….



Known history vs. shelter decline



Part II. The Process

Dogs may be at risk for:

1. Bites to humans (depending on circumstances and severity)

2. Killing or injuring other animals

3. Legally declared dangerous or vicious

Dog are not at risk for:

1. Failing or doing poorly on a temperament test/behavioral evaluation

2. Common behavior challenges

3. Fear, anxiety, shyness or stress-related behaviors



Step 1: Mandatory minimum holding period



2. Assign a case manager



3. Call owner or finder

1. Not optional -

mandatory call 

before kill policy

2. Allow owner or 

finder to be part of 

finding a solution 

other than death

3. Exceptions made in 

some cases



4. Attempt to find short term foster placement



5. Medically evaluate the dog



6. Issue a plea and give rescue time to respond 

You can plea to the public, 

to rescue partners and to 

fosters and volunteers, 

depending on the 

circumstances of the 

situation! Give 72 hour 

minimum and one week if 

possible



7. Notify volunteers and staff (opt-in group)



8. Invite key people to discuss the case



9. Form is completed, reviewed and signed



Bonny and Cinnamon’s stories



Part III. Making Change in Your Org



Evaluate your current process

How many dogs were killed for ‘behavior’ in previous calendar 

year?

Percentage of total dogs killed for ‘behavior’ in previous 

calendar year?

Dog-by-dog reasons for ‘euthanasia’

Shelter’s policy on who makes decisions and how they are 

made



What puts dogs at risk in your community? 



In most shelters, dogs are still dying for: 

1. Common behavioral 

challenges

2. In kennel ‘evaluation’

3. ‘Failing’ standardized 

temperament testing

4. Any skin break or ‘bite’ 

regardless of how minor



Steps to implement the protocol

1. Differentiate between known history of causing harm and shelter decline

2. Create real-life assessment procedures - play groups, foster, day trips

3. Implement the lifesaving protocol checklist

4. Make decisions collaborative, involving many stakeholders

5. Director agrees to meet and sign off on all decisions personally

6. Support public advocacy 

7. Commit to a case work approach


